Although depression is often associated with a reduction in cellular immune responses, other types of emotional disturbance and psychopathology can activate certain aspects of immunity. Activation markers on T cells, in particular, have been found to be elevated in post-traumatic stress states. However, little is known about the relationship between the severity of PTSD symptoms and the degree of change in T cell phenotypes, or about the potential role of neuroendocrine factors in mediating the association. Twenty-four women with a history of sexual trauma during childhood, including 11 who met diagnostic criteria for PTSD, were compared to 12 age-matched, healthy women without a history of maltreatment. The women provided fasted blood samples for enumeration of cell subsets by immunofluorescence and 24-h urine samples for analysis of catecholamine and cortisol levels. The percent of T cells expressing CD45RA, an early activation marker, was higher in the PTSD diagnosed women, and the levels correlated positively with intrusive symptoms and negatively with avoidant symptoms. These alterations in cell surface markers did not appear to be mediated by norepinephrine (NE) or cortisol, making them a distinctive and independent biomarker of arousal and disturbance in PTSD. Published by Elsevier Inc.
Introduction
Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is an anxiety disorder characterized by intrusive recall of a prior trauma, active avoidance of reminders of the traumatic events, and heightened autonomic arousal (American Psychiatric Association, 1994) . Affected individuals vacillate between periods of high arousal, accompanied by flashbacks or unwanted memories, and behavioral efforts to avoid reminders of the original trauma (Horowitz, 1976; van der Kolk, 1987) . By its very nature, PTSD is experienced as a dynamic and highly individualized disorder. Two patients with similar overall symptom severity may present quite differently: one showing a preponderance of intrusive symptoms, while another manifests more avoidant symptoms. Thus, some have argued that a greater appreciation of the individual variation in these psychological features is critical for understanding the PTSD patient (Foa et al., 1995) . We hypothesized further that variability in presentation might shed light on the neuroendocrine and immune correlates of PTSD.
Many researchers have reported that individuals with PTSD have a unique neuroendocrine profile, which is often characterized by elevated norepinephrine (NE) in conjunction with low or slightly below normal cortisol levels, although some also have found elevated cortisol (Carrion et al., 2002; Heim et al., 2001; Mason et al., 1988; Oquendo et al., 2003; Yehuda et al., 1994) . A growing literature also indicates that a chronic disturbance of immune regulation can accompany PTSD, including abnormal numbers and types of T lymphocytes in circulation. For example, Woods 
